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Abstract— Weighted sensitivity minimization is studied
within the framework of strongly stabilizing (stable) H∞ con-
troller design for a class of infinite dimensional systems. This
problem has been solved by Ganesh and Pearson, [8], for finite
dimensional plants using Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation. We
extend their technique to a class of unstable time delay systems.
Moreover, we illustrate suboptimal solutions, and their robust
implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this note we study sensitivity minimization problem

for a class of infinite dimensional systems. The goal is to

minimize the H∞ norm of the weighted sensitivity by using

stable controllers from the set of all stabilizing controllers for

the given plant. This problem is a special case of strongly

stabilizing (i.e. stable) controller design studied earlier, see

for example [2], [3], [4], [5], [10], [13], [14], [16], [18], [19],

[20], [21], [25], [27], [28], and their references for different

versions of the problem. The methods in [1], [8] give optimal

(sensitivity minimizing) stable H∞ controllers for finite

dimensional SISO plants. Other methods provide sufficient

conditions to find stable suboptimal H∞ controllers. As

far as infinite dimensional systems are concerned, [9], [23]

considered systems with time delays.

In this paper, the method of [8] is generalized for a class

of time-delay systems. The plants we consider may have

infinitely many right half plane poles. Optimal and subop-

timal stable H∞ controllers are obtained for the weighted

sensitivity minimization problem using the Nevanlinna-Pick

interpolation.

It has been observed that (see e.g. [8], [12]) the

Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation approach used in these papers

lead to stable controllers with “essential singularity” at

infinity. This means that the controller is non-causal, i.e. it

contains a time advance, as seen in the examples. In this

note, by putting a norm bound condition on the inverse

of the weighted sensitivity we obtain causal suboptimal

controllers using the same interpolation approach. This extra

condition also gives an upper bound on the H∞ norm of the

stable controller to be designed. Another method for causal

suboptimal controller design is a rational proper function

search in the set of all suboptimal interpolating functions.

This method is also illustrated with an example.
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The problem studied in the paper is defined in Section II.

Construction procedure for optimal strongly stabilizing H∞

controller is given in Section III. Derivation of causal

suboptimal controllers is in Section IV. In Section V we

give an example illustrating the methods proposed here for

unstable time delay systems. Concluding remarks are made

in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider the standard unity feedback system with single-

input-single-output plant P and controller C. The sensitivity

function for this feedback system is S = (1+PC)−1. We say

that the controller stabilizes the plant if S, CS and PS are

in H∞. The set of all stabilizing controllers for a given plant

P is denoted by S(P ), and we define S∞(P ) = S(P )∩H∞

as the set of all strongly stabilizing controllers.

For a given minimum phase filter W (s) the classical

weighted sensitivity minimization problem (WSM) is to find

γo = inf
C∈S(P )

‖W (1 + PC)−1‖∞. (1)

When we restrict the controller to the set S∞(P ) we have

the problem of weighted sensitivity minimization by a stable

controller (WSMSC): in this case the goal is to find

γss = inf
C∈S∞(P )

‖W (1 + PC)−1‖∞, (2)

and the corresponding optimal controller Css,opt ∈ S∞(P ).
The class of plants to be considered here are in the form

P (s) =
Mn(s)

Md(s)
No(s) (3)

where Mn, Md are inner and No is outer. We will assume

that Mn is rational (finite Blaschke product), but Md and

No can be infinite dimensional. The relative degree of No

is assumed to be an integer no ∈ N, i.e., we consider plants

for which the decay rate of 20 log(|No(jω)|), as ω → ∞, is

−20 no dB per decade, for some non-negative integer no.

A typical example of such plants are retarded or neutral

time delay systems written in the form

P (s) =
R(s)

T (s)
=

∑nr

i=1Ri(s)e
−his

∑nt

j=1 Tj(s)e−τjs
(4)

where

(i) Ri and Tj are stable, proper, finite dimensional transfer

functions, for i = 1, . . . , nr, and j = 1, . . . , nt;

(ii) R and T have no imaginary axis zeros, but they may

have finitely many zeros in C+; moreover, T is allowed
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to have infinitely many zeros in C+, see below cases

(ii.a) and (ii.b);

(iii) time delays, hi and τj are rational numbers such that

0 = h1 < h2 < . . . < hnr
; 0 = τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τnt

.

In [11] it has been shown that under the conditions given

above the time delay system (4) can be put into general

form (3). In order to do this, define the conjugate of T (s)
as T̄ (s) := e−τnt

sT (−s)MC(s) where MC is inner, finite

dimensional whose poles are poles of T . For notational

convenience, we say that T is an F -system (respectively,

I-system) if T (respectively, T̄ ) has finitely many zeros in

C+; (note that when T is an I-system the plant has infinitely

many poles in C+). The plant factorization can be done as

follows for two different cases:

Case (ii.a): When R is an F -system and T is an I-

system:

Mn = MR, Md = MT̄

T

T̄
, No =

R

MR

MT̄

T̄
, (5)

Case (ii.b): When R and T are both F -systems:

Mn = MR, Md = MT , No =
R

MR

MT

T
(6)

The inner functions, MR, MT and MT̄ , are defined in such a

way that their zeros are C+ zeros ofR, T and T̄ , respectively.

By assumption (ii), R, T (case (ii.b)) and T̄ (case (ii.a)) have

finitely many zeros in C+, so, the inner functions, MR, MT

and MT̄ are finite dimensional.

Example. Consider a plant with infinitely many poles in C+

(this corresponds to case (ii.a) where R and T are F -system

and I-system respectively; clearly, the plant factorization in

case (ii.b) is much easier):

PFI(s) =
(s+ 1) + 4e−3s

(s+ 1) + 2(s− 1)e−2s
(7)

=
R(s)

T (s)
=

1e−0s +
(

4
s+1

)

e−3s

1e−0s +
(

2s−2
s+1

)

e−2s
.

It can be shown that R has only two C+ zeros at s1,2 ≈
0.3125 ± j0.8548. Also, T has infinitely many C+ zeros

converging to ln
√

2± j(k+ 1
2 )π as k → ∞. This plant can

be re-written as (3) with

Mn(s) =
(s− s1)(s− s2)

(s+ s1)(s+ s2)
, Md(s) =

T (s)

T̄ (s)
,

T̄ (s) = e−2sT (−s)
(

s− 1

s+ 1

)

= 2 +

(

s− 1

s+ 1

)

e−2s

No(s) =
R(s)

Mn(s)

1

T̄ (s)
, (8)

III. OPTIMAL WEIGHTED SENSITIVITY

In this section we illustrate how the Nevanlinna-Pick

approach proposed in [8] extends to the classes of plants

in the form (4). We will also see that the optimal solution

in this approach leads to a non-causal optimal controller. In

the next section we will modify the interpolation problem to

solve this problem.

First, in order to eliminate a technical issue, which is not

essential in the weighted sensitivity minimization, we will

replace the outer part, No, of the plant with

Nε(s) = No(s)(1 + εs)no

where ε > 0 and ε→ 0. This makes sure that the plant does

not have a zero at +∞, and hence we do not have to deal

with interpolation conditions at infinity.

Now, let s1, . . . , sn be the zeros of Mn(s) in C+. Then,

WSMSC problem can be solved by finding a function F (s)
satisfying three conditions (see e.g. [6], [8], [25])

(F1) F ∈ H∞ and ‖F‖∞ ≤ 1;

(F2) F satisfies interpolation conditions (9);

(F3) F is a unit in H∞, i.e. F, F−1 ∈ H∞;

F (si) =
W (si)

γMd(si)
=:

ωi

γ
, i = 1, . . . , n. (9)

Once such an F is constructed, the controller

Cγ(s) =
W (s) − γMd(s)F (s)

γMn(s)F (s)
Nε(s)

−1 (10)

is in S∞(P ) and it leads to ‖W (1 + PC)−1‖∞ ≤ γ.

Therefore, γss is the smallest γ for which there exists F (s)
satisfying F1, F2 and F3. It is also important to note that the

controller (10) is the solution of the unrestricted weighted

sensitivity minimization (WSM) problem, defined by (1),

when F (s) satisfies F1 and F2 for the smallest possible

γ > 0; in this case, since F3 may be be violated, the

controller may be unstable.

The problem of constructing F (s) satisfying F1–F3 has

been solved by using the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation as

follows. First define

G(s) = − lnF (s) , F (s) = e−G(s). (11)

Now, we want to find an analytic function G : C+ → C+

such that

G(si) = − lnωi + ln γ − j2πℓi =: νi, i = 1, . . . , n (12)

where ℓi is a free integer due to non-unique phase of the

complex logarithm. Note that when ‖F‖∞ ≤ 1 the function

G has a positive real part hence it maps C+ into C+. Let

D denote the open unit disc, and transform the problem data

from C+ to D by using a one-to-one conformal map z =
φ(s). The transformed interpolation conditions are

f(zi) =
ωi

γ
, i = 1, . . . , n (13)

where zi = φ(si) and f(z) = F (φ−1(z)). The transformed

interpolation problem is to find a unit with ‖f‖∞ ≤ 1
such that interpolation conditions (13) are satisfied. By the

transformation g(z) = − ln f(z), the interpolation problem

can be written as, g(zi) = νi, i = 1, . . . , n. Define

φ(νi) =: ζi. If we can find an analytic function g̃ : D → D,

satisfying g̃(zi) = ζi i = 1, . . . , n, then the desired

g(z), hence f(z) and F (s) can be constructed from g(z) =
φ−1(g̃(z)). The problem of finding such g̃ is the well-known

Nevanlinna-Pick problem, [7], [15], [26]. The condition for
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the existence of an appropriate g can be given directly: there

exists such an analytic function g : D → C+ if and only if

the Pick matrix P ,

P(γ, {ℓi, ℓk})i,k =

[

2 ln γ − lnωi − ln ω̄k + j2πℓk,i

1 − ziz̄k

]

(14)

is positive semi-definite, where ℓk,i = ℓk − ℓi are free

integers. In [8], it is mentioned that the possible integer sets

{ℓi, ℓk} are finite and there exists a minimum value, γss, such

that P(γss, {ℓi, ℓk}) ≥ 0.

The Nevanlinna-Pick problem posed above can be solved

as outlined in [7], [15], [26]. As noted in [8], [12] and we

illustrate with an example in Section V, in general, as γ
decreases to γss the function G(s) satisfies

G(s) → kγs , where kγ ∈ R+ as s→ ∞.

Therefore, in the optimal case F (s) has an essential singu-

larity at infinity, i.e., lims→∞ |F (s)| = 0, thus F−1 is not

bounded in C+, i.e., F−1 /∈ H∞. Clearly, this violates one

of the design conditions and leads to a non-causal controller

(10), which typically contains a time advance. In the next

section to circumvent this problem we propose to put an

H∞ norm bound on F−1.

IV. MODIFIED INTERPOLATION PROBLEM

The controller (10) leads to the weighted sensitivity

W (s)(1 + P (s)Cγ(s))−1 = γMd(s)F (s) (15)

where F, F−1 ∈ H∞, ‖F‖∞ ≤ 1 and (9) holds. Since one

of the conditions on F is to have F−1 ∈ H∞ it is natural

to consider a norm bound

‖F−1‖∞ ≤ ρ (16)

for some fixed ρ > 1. This also puts a bound on the H∞

norm of the controller; more precisely,

‖Cγ‖∞ ≤ ‖No‖−1
∞

(

1 +
ρ

γ
‖W‖∞

)

.

Recall that we are looking for an F in the form F (s) =
e−G(s), for some analytic G : C+ → C+ satisfying

G(si) = νi, i = 1, . . . , n. In this case we will have

|F (s)| = |e−Re(G(s))| ≤ 1 for all s ∈ C+. On the other

hand, F−1(s) = eG(s). Thus, in order to satisfy (16), G
should have a bounded real part, namely

0 < Re(G(s)) < ln(ρ) =: σo

Accordingly, define C
σo

+ := {s ∈ C+ : 0 < Re(s) < σo}.

Then, the analytic function G we construct should take C+

into C
σo

+ . Note from (12) that in order for this modified

problem to make sense γ should not be too large (or ρ should

be large enough) so that we have a feasible interpolation data,

i.e. νi ∈ C
σo

+ . Now take a conformal map ψ : C
σo

+ → D,

and set ζi := ψ(νi), zi = φ(si), where as before φ is

a conformal map from C+ to D. Then, the problem is

again transformed to a Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation: find

an analytic function g̃ : D → D such that g̃(zi) = ζi,

i = 1, . . . n. Once g̃ is obtained, the function G is determined

as G(s) = ψ−1(g̃(φ(s))). Typically, we take

z = φ(s) =
s− 1

s+ 1
s = φ−1(z) =

1 + z

1 − z

z = ψ(s) =
je−jπs/σo − 1

je−jπs/σo + 1

s = ψ−1(z) =
σo

π

(

π

2
+ j ln(

1 + z

1 − z
)

)

, (17)

see e.g. [17]. Interpolating functions defined above are illus-

trated in Figure 1.

-
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�
��*

νi ∈ C
σo

+si ∈ C+

zi ∈ D ζi ∈ D

φ(si) = zi ψ(νi) = ζi

G(si) = νi

g̃(zi) = ζi

g(zi) = νi

Fig. 1. Interpolating functions and conformal maps

It is interesting to note that in this modified problem γss

(smallest γ for which a feasible g̃ exists) depends on ρ, so we

write γss,ρ. As ρ decreases we expect that γss,ρ will increase;

and as ρ → ∞ we expect that γss,ρ will converge to γss,

the value found from the unrestricted interpolation problem

summarized in Section III.

V. EXAMPLE

Consider the plant (7) defined earlier. Recall that it has

only two C+ zeros at s1,2 ≈ 0.3125 ± 0.8548j. Let the

weighting function be given as

W (s) =
1 + 0.1s

s+ 1
.

Then, the interpolation conditions are ω1,2 = 0.79 ∓ 0.42j.
Applying the procedure of [12], summarized in Section III,

we find γss = 1.0704. The optimal interpolating function is

F (s) = e−0.57s (18)

and hence the optimal controller is written as

Cγss
=

1+0.1s
s+1 − 1.0704

(

s+1+2(s−1)e−2s

2(s+1)+(s−1)e−2s

)

e−0.57s

1.0704
(

s+1+4e−3s

2(s+1)+(s−1)e−2s

)

e−0.57s
.

Clearly, F−1 /∈ H∞ and the controller is non-causal, it

includes a time advance e+0.57s.

If we now apply the modified interpolation idea we see

that as ρ → ∞ the smallest γ for which the problem is

solvable, i.e. γss, approaches to 1.0704, which is the optimal

performance level found earlier. On the other hand, as ρ
decreases γss increases, and there is a minimum value of

ρ = e0.88 = 2.41, below which there is no solution to the

interpolation problem. See Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. γss,ρ versus ρ = eσo

For σo = 3, i.e. ρ = e3 ≈ 20, we have γss,ρ = 1.08, and

the resulting interpolant is given by

G̃(s) := g̃(φ(s)) = j
−0.99794(s− 3.415)(s+ 1)

(s+ 3.406)(s+ 1.001)
.

The optimal F (s) = e−G(s) is determined from

G(s) = ψ−1(G̃(s))

where ψ−1 is as defined in (17). The optimal F is

F (s) = exp(−σo

2
− jσo

π
ln(

1 + G̃(s)

1 − G̃(s)
)). (19)

Note that the optimal F (s) is infinite dimensional. The

magnitude and phase of F (jω) are given in Figure 5.

Rational approximations of (19) can be obtained by using

model reduction techniques for stable minimum phase infi-

nite dimensional systems.

Another way to obtain finite dimensional interpolating

function F (s) is to search for a proper free parameter in the

set of all suboptimal solutions to the interpolation problem

of finding F satisfying F1–F3. For a given γ > γss we can

parameterize all suboptimal solutions to this problem as, (see

e.g. [7])

f(z) =
P̃ (z)q(z) + Q̃(z)

P (z) +Q(z)q(z)
, ‖q‖∞ ≤ 1, (20)

where P̃ , Q̃, P,Q are computed as in [7], [15], [26]. Using

first-order free parameter

q(z) =
az + b

z + c
,

we search for a unit f in the set determined by (20). Since
‖q‖∞ ≤ 1, the parameters (a, b, c) are in the set

Dq := {(a, b, c) : |c| ≥ 1, |a + b| ≤ |c + 1|, |a − b| ≤ |c − 1|} .

Then a unit function f can be found if there exist

(a, b, c) ∈ Dq such that

(az + b)P̃ (z) + (z + c)Q̃(z) (21)

has no zeros in D. The problem of finding (a, b, c) such

that (21) has no zeros in D is equivalent to stabilization of

discrete-time systems by first-order controllers considered in

[24]. So we take the intersection of the parameters found

using [24] and the set Dq . The stabilization set (a, b, c) is

determined by fixing c and obtaining the stabilization set in

a− b plane by checking the stability boundaries.

For the above example, let γ = 1.2 > 1.07 = γss. After

the calculation of P̃ , Q̃, P , Q, we obtain feasible parameter

pairs (a, b), for each fixed c, resulting in a unit f(z) as

shown in Figure 3. Note that all values in (a, b, c) parameter

set results in stable suboptimal H∞ controller which gives

flexibility in design to meet other design requirements.

−30
−20

−10
0

10
20

30
40

−50−40−30−20−10010203040

−50

−40

−30

−20

−10

0

10

20

30

40

50

Parameter Space in which f
γ
 is unit

c

b
a

Fig. 3. Feasible (a, b, c) for f to be a unit.

Fig. 4. Root invariant regions for c = 30.

In Figure 4, stability region for (21) is given for c =
30. Red and blue lines are real and complex-root crossing

boundaries respectively. The yellow colored region (labeled

as region 0 in the grayscale print) is where the polynomial

(21) has no C+ zero and the corresponding H∞ controller is

stable. The value of γ = 1.2 is chosen to show the controller

parameterization set and stability regions clearly. If we apply

the same technique for γ = 1.08 the feasible region in R3

shrinks, but we still get a solution:

F (s) =
0.068s3 + 3.77s2 + 21.45s+ 295.84

9.93s3 + 62.77s2 + 187.25s+ 296.27
. (22)
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It is easy to verify that

F (si) =
ωi

1.08
, for i = 1, 2.

The function F is a unit with poles and zeros

zero(F) = −50.9245,−2.2583± j 8.9628

pole(F) = −3.3510,−1.4851± j 2.5881

and from its Bode plot we find ‖F‖∞ = 295.84
296.27 < 1.

Moreover, F−1 ∈ H∞ with ‖F−1‖∞ ≈ 146.

In order to compare the third order F given in (22), with

the infinite dimensional F given in (19), (both of them are

designed for γ = 1.08) we provide their magnitude and phase

plots in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Magnitude and phase plots of F given in (19) and (22).

Although finding a finite dimensional F (s) results in

infinite dimensional suboptimal controller Cγ(s), (10), it is

possible to implement the controller in a stable manner as

illustrated below. Recall that the controller is in the form

Cγ(s) =

(

γ−1F−1(s)W (s) −Md(s)

Mn(s)

)

N−1
ε (s). (23)

Note that there are unstable pole-zero cancellations inside the

parenthesis in the above expression, and in Nε. The unstable

pole-zero cancellations for this system can be avoided by the

method proposed in [11] as follows:

Cγ =

(

γ−1F−1(s)W (s)T̄ (s) −MT̄ (s)T (s)

MR(s)MT̄ (s)

)

MR(s)

R(s)

= (HT (s) + FT (s))(HR(s) + FR(s))−1

where FT and FR are finite impulse response filters (i.e.

their impulse responses are non-zero only on a finite time

interval)

FR ≈ 1.25s+ (2.04s+ 1.69)e−3s

s2 − 0.625s+ 0.828
,

FT ≈ 0.585s+ 0.019 − (0.285s− 1.066)e−2s

s2 − 0.625s+ 0.828
,

whose denominators are determined from the zeros of Mn.

The impulse responses of FT and FR are given in Figure

6. The terms, HR and HT , are time-delay systems with no

unstable pole-zero cancellations internally.
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Fig. 6. Impulse Responses of FR and FT
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this note we have modified the Nevanlinna-Pick interpo-

lation problem appearing in the computation of the optimal

strongly stabilizing controller minimizing the weighted sen-

sitivity. By putting a bound on the norm of F−1, a bound

on the H∞ norm of the controller can be obtained. We

have obtained the optimal γss,ρ as a function of ρ, where

‖F−1‖∞ ≤ ρ. The example illustrated that as ρ → ∞,

γss,ρ converges to the optimal γss for the problem where

‖F−1‖∞ is not constrained. The controller obtained here is

again infinite dimensional; for practical purposes it needs

to be approximated by a rational function. In general this

method may require very high order approximations since

the order of strongly stabilizing controllers for a given plant

(even in the finite dimensional case) may have to be very

large, [22].

An alternative method for finding a low order F satisfying

all conditions is also illustrated with the given example. It

searches for a first order free parameter leading to a unit f .

Note that even when F is finite dimensional, the controller

is still infinite dimensional. We have also illustrated how

this infinite dimensional controller can be implemented in a

stable manner by decomposing it into parts which contain

no unstable pole-zero cancelations. Then these individual

terms can be approximated in a stable manner to find a finite

dimensional controller.
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